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Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

by Marta Gracia

AGUJAS DE PAPEL
(Paper Needles)

Spanish World rights: Maeva,
June 2017, (400 pages aprox.)

This is a wonderful historical novel set in 19th 
century Barcelona, a city inmersed in social 
conflicts, anarchism, riots and the rise of a new 
middle-class. 
Amelia Rovira, the daughter of a strict and old 
fashioned bourgeois family, wants to become an 
independent and free woman and achieve her 
goal: to become a model and work for the most 
famous French fashion designers. One night, 
when she follows her best friend, the daughter 

of dressmaker, Amelia will meet and fall in love with Hector, a radical anarchist who 
will change her destiny.
The book is divided in three different parts: one set in Barcelona, the second one in 
the Paris of the Belle Epoque and the third one in Tampa, Florida, where the Cu-
bans are conspiring against Spain. 
A beautiful and very well researched historical novel with the attractive setting of 
Barcelona.

The author:
Marta Gracia was born in 1988 and she lives in Rubí (Barcelona). She has a degree 
in History and a Master in Pedagogy. 
La Historia Que Nos Cambió was her first novel, self published in 2015. Now, 
Agujas De Papel, will be published by Maeva.
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LOS HIJOS DE LA DIOSA HURACÁN
(The Descendants of the Hurricane Goddess)

by Daína Chaviano

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

Ms in Spanish available in December 2017

www.dainachaviano.com

After an eerie storm, a little girl is rescued from the sea 
and strangely, she’s completely dry. Twenty-five years later 
in Miami two horrendous murders happen on the same 
night. The only link between the two is an unknown sym-
bol that appears next to the bodies. 
The symbol was recently discovered in a cave in Cuba, and 
it could change the History of the Spanish conquest in the 
Caribbean: next to an indigenous sculpture and a coded 
manuscript are the remains of an European who was bur-
ied with the honors of a Native American chief.
The girl who was rescued from the sea two decades earlier is now a cryptologist who travels to the 
island to help resolve the mystery of the manuscript that seems to date back to the era of the discovery 
of America. The investigation won’t be easy in this convulsive and chaotic Havana of the near future. 
A novel that masterfully combines criminal investigation with the supernatural universe of the Native 
Americans. 

The author:
Daína Chaviano was born in Cuba and graduated from the University of Havana in English language 
studies. She is now a U.S. citizen. She has won a big amount of Literary Awards: 
2007: Gold Medal Winner (Florida Book Awards 2006) as Best Spanish Language Book, for La Isla 
De Los Amores Infinitos (The Island Of Eternal Love)
2004: 25th Conference for the Fantastic in the Arts (Florida, USA), Guest of Honor
2003: Goliardos International Award (Mexico).
1998: Azorín Prize for Best Novel, Spain: El Hombre, La Hembra Y El Hambre (Man, Woman 
And Hunger).
1990: Anna Seghers Award, Academy of Arts in Berlin, Germany: Fábulas De Una Abuela Extra-
terrestre (Fables From An Extraterrestrial Grandmother).
1989: National Prize for Children and Young Adult Literature La Edad de Oro (The Golden Age), 
Cuba: País De Dragones (Land Of Dragons).
1987: International Congress of SF Authors (Moscow, USSR). Only guest author from Latin America. 
Other guests: John Brunner (Great Britain), Frederick Pohl (USA), Alan Dean Foster (USA), Harry 
Harrison (Ireland), Olga Larionova (USSR) and Josef Nesvadba (Czechoslovakia).
1979: David National Prize for Best SF Book, Cuba: Los Mundos Que Amo (The Worlds I Love).

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

LA ISLA DE LOS AMORES INFINITOS
(The Island of Eternal Love)
Spanish World rights: Grijalbo (RHM), 382 pages

A family saga born on three continents gathers in 19th Century 
Havana. 

Sweden rights: Bazar North-American rights: Riverhead (Penguin)
Finnish rights: Bazar Japanese rights: Random House Kodansha 
Danish rights: Bazar Polish rights: Muza – auction
Czech rights: Euromedia Norwegian rights: Gyldendal – auction
Hebrew rights: Kinneret Dutch rights: Wereldbibliotheek
Slovak rights: Ikar Russian rights: Azbooka-Atticus Publishing Group
Hungarian rights: Trivium Portuguese rights: Presença – auction
Rumanian rights: Humanitas France rights: Buchet Chastel
Serbian rights: Laguna Greek rights: Livanis – auction
Bulgarian rights: CIELA Korean rights: Munhakdonge
Brazilian rights: Ed. Record Italian rights: Mondadori – pre-empt
German rights: Heyn Complex Chinese: The Eurasian Publ. Group 
Turkish rights: Altin Kitaplar Spanish Audio: Libervox
 
 
EXTRAÑOS TESTIMONIOS
(Strange Testimonies)
Spanish World rights: Ediciones Huso
180 pags

Strange Testimonies is a collection of fantasy stories that mixes gothic 
literature with humor and eroticism. 
A jeweler creates a strange necklace that comes to life, a wolf-wom-
an shows a different nature than wolfmen, the owners of a habanera 
house contacts with creatures from other dimension, a woman aban-
dons life to receive her phantom lover…. This is a sample of the stories 
in Strange Testimonies, divided in two parts.
The first one, “Nocturne Sacrileges” is composed by seven stories 
where the ingredients of the traditional fantastic genre are set in a 
contemporary urban environment. Most of the time, mainly a phan-

tasmagorical and contemporary Habana. A presence that will be used to unveil metaphors about love 
and society.
The seven stories of the second part are erotic stories that combine humor and horror. “Passionate 
proses” unveils the hidden paths of human nature. 
These tales update the keys of the fantastic literature, creating a new vision of the genre, with the un-
mistakable flavor of Cuba and LatinAmerica.

Previous titles

http://www.dainachaviano.com
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LA GATERA 
(The Catflap)

by Muriel Villanueva

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

Spanish World rights: Navona (TBP, 2017)
Catalan Rights: Ara Llibres, 2012, 152 pages
Translation rights: Ara Llibres c/o IECO

Prize J. M. Casero, 2011
Prize Llança de Sant Jordi Òmnium Cultural
Valencia Writers Critics’s Award 2012

Raquel lost her whole family when she was only 
twelve years old and was raised by her grandmoth-
er in a small village. Now, at thirty five, when her 
grandmother has also died and she is definitively 
alone, she has suddenly inherited two symmetrical flats from two distant cousins of her 
grandmother. One of the flats looks at the street and the other one, towards a patio where 
Raquel finds a marmalade street cat.
La Gatera is the tale of a whole year in the life of Raquel once she moves to one of the flats 
and decides to go back to University and study Literature to learn to write. It’s also the story 
of a woman trying to find herself and trying to finally recover from the tragedy of her past. 
And it’s, of course, the story of the trip we all have to take to become ourselves.

The critics say:
“A narrative that reminds us of Murakami with audiovisual references.”  El Periódico
“A book that, once you start, you cannot put it down.”  Núvol
“A novel that you will remember.”  Rac 1

The author:
Muriel Villanueva i Perarnau (València, 1976) is a writer and teacher from Valencia. She 
studied Comparative Literature at the Universitat of Barcelona and Musical Education at 
the Universitat of València. She’s Music teacher and Creative Writing teacher at the L’Ateneu 
Barcelona School of Writing. She has published: Mares, I Si Sortim De L’armari?: La 
Història D’una Família Quasi Feliç, 2006, translated into Spanish (Lumen), Portu-
guese (Duarte Reis), Korean (Nangiyala) and Polish (Adpublik) , Jo Toco I Tu Balles, 
2009, Baracoa, 2010, Motril, 86, 2013, and Duna, Diari D’un Estiu, 2015, a novel for 
younger readers.

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

EL PARÈNTESI ESQUERRE
(The Left Parentheses)

Catalan Rights: Males Herbes, 2016,
123 pages

Translation Rights: Males Herbes c/o IECO

The narrator of this story arrives by train to a 
beach with her almost nine-month daughter in 
her arms. She is there to spend some weeks in 
one of the little houses on the shore. Her hus-
band has just died and she needs to open a pa-
renthesis: to forget some thing, to discover an-
other. However, the appearance of a starfish sets 

forth a series of disturbing events and, while the protagonist cracks up, we are im-
mersed in the uncertain territory of allegory.
With a lively and direct style and overwhelming poetic force, Muriel Villanueva 
guides us through an everyday yet fantastic journey of a woman in search of her 
own maturity.
With the profound intimacy of poetry and with the overwhelming intensity of the 
storytelling genre, this short and tense novel recounts the metamorphosis of a wom-
an who, becoming a mother, needs a total deconstruction and an urgent rebirth to 
be able to move on.

by Muriel Villanueva
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Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

XVIII PREMIO UNICAJA DE NOVELA
FERNANDO QUIÑONES
(XVIII Fiction Prize Fernando Quiñones)

Spanish World rights: Alianza Editorial,
TBP March 2017
Translation rights: Alianza Editorial c/o IECO

El Sol De Las Contradicciones is a novel that addresses 
“the contemporary conflicts around unwanted maternity. 
It’s the fight of an isolated woman who chooses ethics 
above her dreams and tries to take on an orphan story that doesn’t belong to her.”
The streets of Madrid and Barcelona during the last decade of the 20th century, artistic 
inspiration, the purity of the island of Menorca, unwanted maternity and the dissapearence 
of the photographer Álvaro Beni in 1996, are the setting of this novel told from the point of 
view of Mar, a young sculptor from Menorca who owns an art gallery in Madrid and who 
tries to understand why she has become someone she had never imagined. 
The novel addresses issues such as self-destruction, cowardice and permanent escape from 
ourselves. This is the story of characters at the limit of their strength and sanity, prisoners in 
a crossroad that can be decisive, characters who remind the reader  that when we approach 
death, there’s only time to live the life we always knew belonged to us. 
The author describes as well human weakness and the end of love.

The author:
Eva Losada has a degree in Economics and a MBA in marketing and communication ob-
tained at the Ealing College in London, where she lived for several years. She’s worked as a 
screenwriter with scripts for children, educational and social content as well as documenta-
ries. She was a finalist of the Constanti Prize for Short Story in 2004, obtained the 4th posi-
tion in the Planeta Prize and won the Círculo de Lectors Prize in 2010 with her first novel. 
She has created a space for musical and literary creativity in Madrid, La Plaza de Poe, where 
she gives workshops for younger writers. She has recently been awarded with the Premio 
Unicaja Fernando Quiñones.  

EL SOL DE LAS CONTRADICCIONES
(Sun Of Contradiction)

by Eva Losada

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

Spanish World rights: Funambulista,
September 2014, 352 pages

Translation rights: Funambulista c/o IECO

www.evalosada.com

Ana Santos returns to the Portuguese quin-
ta O Caneiro from Madrid after a failed 
marriage and having lost the custody of 
her only daughter. Together with her sister 

Alessandra, a lonely and sometimes cruel character with a very strange ill-
ness, Ana begins to look for the origin of the tragic and mysterious death of 
their parents. The atmosphere that surrounds the characters, the continuous 
wind from the Guincho beach and the impressive nature of the Sintra Sierra, 
envelops the reader in the enigmatic world of Ana and Alessandra and their 
universe full of scents and whispers, a universe filled with secrets and myster-
ies that Ana’s search for the truth can reveal. 
With poetic and musical prose and the pace of a Wilkie Collins’ psycho-
logical suspense novel, the reader will discover not only the mystery of Ana’s 
childhood but also the mystery of the human mind. 

EN EL LADO SOMBRÍO DEL JARDÍN
(On the Dark Side of the Garden)

by Eva Losada

http://www.evalosada.com
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Li terary F ict ion

Ella Maillart (Ginebra, 1903–Chandolin, 1997), writ-
er, reporter, traveler, photographer and ethnographer, 
was a prominent name among the travel writers of the 
20th century. Indefatigable traveler, she crossed Asia six 
times. In 1939, she travelled from Switzerland to Ka-
bul together with Annemarie Schwarzenbach (Zurich, 
1908–Sils,1942), also unclassifiable: a poet, historian, 
archeologist, novelist, writer of shorts stories, photog-
rapher, anti-fascist and friend of Erika and Klaus Mann 
–the children of Thomas Mann – and impossible love 
of Carson McCullers. 
Ella y Annemarie traversed more than 7.000 kilometres 
on a trip that deeply marked both of them. The result was two books: The Cruel Way byElla Mail-
lart and Alle Wege sind offen de Annemarie Schwarzenbach.
Inspired by this trip, Montse Barderi and Emma Vilarasau wanted to write the letters they could have 
written to each other after they ended their trip. That takes place in 1940, when Maillart travelled to 
India on an inspirational trip and Schwarzenbach was hospitalized at the New York Doctors Hospital.

The authors:
Montse Barderi. With a degree in Philosophy and a Master in Journalism and Gender Studies, 
she has worked in the Philosophy and Gender Department at the University of Barcelone. She 
works as a journalist for a broad range of Catalan media. She has published Perder Para Ganar 
(Ara Llibres / Grijalbo), finalist of the Literary Prize Ramon Llull in 2007, and Los Arcos Del 
Agua (Ediciones B)
Emma Vilarasau is a very well known Catalan actress. She studied at the Institut del Teatre and 
continued with John Strassberg, Carlos Gandolfo, and the school of Philip Gaulier. She’s been 
in more than 30 plays and has also worked in films and TV. She’s won many prizes: the Crit-
ics Theater Award of Barcelona on three occasions, the Butaca Award also three times, the Sant 
Jordi Cinema Award, the Extraordinary Award from the city of Sant Cugat, Best Actress at the 
WorldFest-Houston International Film Festival, Best Theater Actress Max Award and the Creu 
de Sant Jordi from the Catalan Government. 

CAMÍ D’ANADA I TORNADA 
(The Path There and Back)

Spanish World rights: Huso Editorial,
January 2017 
Catalan: COLUMNA, January 2017,
(20.000 words, approximately)

by Montse Barderí & Emma Vilarasau

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

Catalan: Ara Llibres, 2016,
January 2016, 288 pages

Translation rights: Ara Llibres c/o IECO

This title is a passionate love story in the period be-
tween the Phillipine-American War, Spain’s Second 
Republic and the Spanish Civil War. It’s set in a small 
town on the island of Mallorca, where a kaleidoscopic 
mix of characters goes through a violent and convul-
sive series of events. Like a reflection of the moment 
in history, a fratricide confrontation in this small 

town would tear apart the island, the country and all his inhabitants. The main 
character, a man who swore obedience but who has felt love and carnal desire, will 
carry on with guilt and regret. The search for justice and the burden of desire will 
lead him to an inner journey.
The portrait of an era through secrets kept by assassins, priests, devious nuns and 
lives broken by addictions. And above all, an anonymous society that lives a daily 
with the devil himself.

The author:
Maria Escalas (Palma de Mallorca, 1969), is a piano and oboe teacher and inter-
preter. With a great passion for writing, she has two blogs: Idò, about her life ex-
periences, and Erato and Euterpe, dedicated to music and poetry. In 2011 Editorial 
CPL published a selection of her best articles, Super-vivències quotidianes, which 
is also translated into Spanish. Abans Que El Teu Record Torni Cendra is the 
exceptional debut of a strong author with a mature voice who has just burst into the 
literary world.

ABANS QUE EL TEU RECORD TORNI CENDRA
(Before Your Memory Turns To Ashes)

by Maria Escalas
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Genera l  Non F ict ion-Relat ionships

Spanish World rights: Aguilar (PRH),
may 2016, 400 pages

You have always been surrounded by monogamus couples. 
We all know them. But maybe you also know…
People who live in open relationships, like Roja and her 
husband. 
Or people who live in a three-person relationship, like 
Rosa, Piluca and Juan. Or Sonia, Joaquim and Gero. Or 
Arantxa, Chelo and Susana. Or Guillermo, Enrico and 
Anko.
Or in a four-way relationship, like Uxía, Mer, Sabela and 
Lola.
Or people who live in a circle of polifaithfulness, like Ruben. 
Or people who live in a circle but who have not assumed the commitment to faithfulness, like the 
group where Yanara used to live. 
Celibate men and women who have one, two or three relationships characterized by deep love and 
care, like Carla. 
Swingers, like Tomás and Raquel, who organise sexual couple exchanges without emotional implica-
tions. 
Maybe you know them but you don’t know that you do. You think they share a flat or they are singles 
and looking for their soul mates. Because all these people have something in common: they love and 
they love more than one person at the same time and they live closeted, hiding their hide their sexual-
ity and affections. 
All these people have offered their testimony to be part of MÁS PELIGROSO ES NO AMAR (Better 
than no Love), the result of a serious and deep investigation on polyamory and the first book of this 
kind in the Spanish language.

The author:
Lucía Etxebarría was born in 1966. She has a daughter, a dog, three tattoos and many scars both vis-
ible and invisible. She has been awarded an honorary degree from the University of Aberdeen, has won 
some of the most important Spanish literary prizes (Premio Nadal, 1998 with Beatriz Y Los Cuerpos 
Celestes, Premio Primavera, 2001 with De Todo Lo Visible E Invisible and Premio Planeta, 2004 
with Un Milagro En Equilibrio) and her work has been widely translated. She has just published in 
Aguilar (Penguin Random House Group) her essay Más Peligroso Es No Amar (May 2016)

MÁS PELIGROSO ES NO AMAR 
(Better than no Love)

by Lucía Etxebarría

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion/Contemporary Novel

LE DON EMPOISONNÉ DE LA FOLIE
(The poisoned gift of madness)
French rights: Fayard, 
January 2017, (85.650 words aprox.)

The first book Lucía Etxebarría has written entirely in French 
(her maternal language), a lead title for Fayard’s imprint MAZ-
ARINE.
Le Don Empoisonné De La Folie is the recount of Lucía 
Etxebarria’s life through her love stories, her experiences and 
her evolution as a writer and a person with her unique and un-
mistakable voice. From her motherhood to her last love affairs, 
her difficult dealing with literary success and her intellectual 
capacity, Lucía goes back and forwards through the main peri-

ods of her adult life offering the reader a tale not only about her life but also about Spanish 
society and the beginning of this tumultuous decade in our country.

 
 
DIOS NO TIENE TIEMPO LIBRE 
(God has No Free Time)
Spanish World rights: Suma de Letras (PRH),
May 2015, 384 pages
French Rights: Héloïsse d’Ormesson
Italian Rights: Guanda

The wife of a crook: is she stupid or pretending to be? Lucía 
Etxebarria gets to the heart of the matter yet again. Beneath a 
plot of love and luxury lies a caustic social critique. A fast-paced 
story in which nothing is as it appears. David, an actor who had 
it all and then lost it, receives an unexpected assignment: to 
visit Elena, who was his childhood sweetheart, who later mar-
ried a corrupt politician and nowadays lies dying in a hospital 
room. The assignment is given to him by Alexia, Elena’s cousin, 

a millionaire whose fortune comes from the somewhat shady real estate investments of her 
ex-husband. Their reunion and the conversations between David and Elena entail a debate 
between the ethical and the aesthetic, between what is correct and what is ideal. And the 
cross of seduction, deception, lies, and treachery between David, Elena, and Alexia brings to 
light the best and worst of each of them.

Previous titles
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Spanish World rights: Ediciones B México,
Autumn 2016, 312 pages

Phoebe just turned seventeen years-old and she is 
the survivor of a broken home. Now she is study-
ing at the University of Brighton, far away from 
that home and living at the limit of her strength. 
Her only company is a solitude that sentences her 
to an isolated life, but she feels comfortable that 
way. All of the sudden, someone offers her the op-

portunity to become a sugar babe and be adopted by a sugar daddy who would give 
her everything she doesn’t even dare to want. The sugar daddy is three times her age 
and the commitment includes the right to sleep with him. Is the opportunity worth 
it? Will Phoebe give up her freedom in exchange for a solid bank account and the 
possibility of finishing her university studies with absolute tranquility? Is it worth it 
to forget, for a while, the option of true love? 
But Phoebe doesn’t know yet that everything is rather complicated when it comes to 
forbidden love affairs. And she will also find out that she’s not the only sugar babe 
at Brighton University.
A dark and moving romantic novel.

The author:
Born in Mexico, Aída Berliavsky has a degree in Cinema Direction from the TAI in 
Madrid. She spent ten years working as commercial producer. She published three 
novels with the detective character Dorón Benatar: Dorón Benatar Y El Libro 
De Los Nombres Muertos (2008), Dorón Benatar, Morir Matando (2010) 
and Dorón Benatar. Berlín 10119 (2013). She lives in Brighton.

Women’s F ict ion

SUGAR BABE

by Aída Berliavsky

Spanish World rights: Debolsillo (PRHM),
September 2016, 192 pages

Elena Garcinuño is 34 years old and everybody 
is waiting for her to marry Alberto, her hand-
some, rich and perfect boyfriend.Elena doesn’t 
want to get married, she’s happy living with 
Alberto and enjoying their life together…Or 
maybe she doesn’t love him enough to get mar-
ried, as some of her friends say? 
When she discovers a message on Alberto Face-
book’s page –something that could very well in-
dicate he’s having an affair- on the very day she’s throwing a big party for Alberto’s 
35th birthday, Elena has to reconsider her relationship, her future and make some 
decisions that will change her destiny. 
A funny, fresh and heart-felt story about relationships, social conventions and some 
difficult decisions we have to make in order to follow our heart.

The author:
Fátima Casaseca has a degree in Philology and Theology from the University of 
Berlin.
She’s the author of the blog www.mamaenalemania.blogspot.com.es which became 
a book published by Planeta in 2013: Una Mamá Española En Alemania (A Span-
ish Mum in Germany), a funny and hilarious recount of her life as a young Spanish 
mom in a foreign and cold country. She is now writing her second novel.

Upmarket Women’s F ict ion

NADIE SE MUERE DE ESTO 
(Nobody dies from a Broken Heart)

by Fátima Casaseca
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Women’s F ict ion

Spanish World rights: Suma de Letras (PRH),
(TBP 2017)

A young nurse will make a spiritual trip of 2000 
years to prevent the breakup between the Virgin 
Mary and Saint Joseph and stop the abduction 
of the newborn Infant Jesús. 

When Noe, a young nurse, declares that the 
Three Wise Men are an absolute nonsense, the 
spiritual world gets very angry and, consequently, she suffers an accident and, al-
though alive, she remains in coma. Then, Moises talks to her and informs her that 
if she wants to regain consciousness and continue to live she has to fulfill a mission: 
she has to travel to the 1st Century before Christ and try to prevent Joseph from 
suffering the jealousy that could break up his marriage to Mary, as he has just dis-
covered that his wife is pregnant, apparently, thanks to the involvement of an angel.
A funny and daring look at one of the primary traditions in Mediterranean coun-
tries told with the originality and agility of Fernando Méndez. 

The author:
Fernando Méndez (1964), is a Spanish writer and journalist born in Buenos Aires, 
and one of the investigative reporters who has received the most prizes in Spain. 
He was award with, among other, The Reina Sofia National Prize and the Xunta de 
Galicias Prize on Drug Dependency. During his twenty five years of professional 
experience he has worked for Faro de Vigo and La Región newspapers in the judicial, 
health and society areas. A collaborator with press, radio and television, he was the 
press officer and communications director for a number of different institutions in 
Galicia. He holds a Master’s degree in Drug Dependency and is a member of FAPE 
(The Federation of Associations of Journalists in Spain). 

YO TE SALVO MARÍA
(I Bless and Save You, Maria)

by Fernando Méndez

Women’s F ict ion

Spanish World rights: Suma de Letras (PRH), 
February 2014, 271 pages 

Refreshing, hilarious women’s fiction in the line 
of Bad Karma by David Safier!

Cuatro Esquinitas tiEnE Mi CaMa is his first book 
and with it he initiates the innovative path of 
spiritual humor. A book that will inspire you and 
make you smile.

What would you do if an attractive guy appears out 
of the blue claiming to be an angel and he wants to 

help you solve what will soon be the biggest problem in your life?
What was apparently an ordinary work day at the cemetery for Lourdes -a florist, separated, 
and the mother of a teenage girl- turns into the beginning of a new life for her. While she 
endeavors to hang a wreath of flowers on a gravestone she receives a visit from Armand, a 
man who, beyond being a total hunk, says he’s an angel. His mission: to offer Lourdes the 
possibility of compensating for her bad karma from her past lives –mainly the one in which 
she was Cleopatra- and recovering the four corners of her existence, and especially, the love 
of her daughter. This is how an astral two thousand year journey begins that will take her 
to New York, to the first century B.C, to the Silk Road, Pompeii, and Egypt. She has only 
forty-eight hours to do make it happen.
Filled with humor, Fernando Méndez constructs a story replete with fantasy and reality, a 
spiritual journey that reveals to us, between guffaws, what is truly important in life. Tender, 
hilarious, moving, and thought-provoking, Cuatro Esquinitas Tiene Mi Cama brings us 
to what is an undiscovered territory for many of us: the ideal place for happiness, “fantastic 
reality.”

CUATRO ESQUINITAS TIENE MI CAMA
(The Four Corners of My Bed)

by Fernando Méndez
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Genera l  F ict ion

Spanish World rights: Harper Collins Ibérica,
February 2017, (60.000 words aprox.)

A crazy and extraordinarily funny novel that follows Span-
ish cinema blockbusters such as 8 Apellidos Vascos and 8 
Apellidos Catalanes and wants to explain that it’s possible 
to laugh at our own history.
Can the love story between CHAPLIN (a creative, tattooed 
squatter in his twenties) and JIMENA (a posh young lady 
with pearl earrings and blond hair) finish with the traditional 
confrontation Spain has been experiencing since the end of 
the Civil War? We are not very sure but it’s going to be funny 
just the attempt. 
Chaplin is the grandson of CARLOS OCHOA, a heroic republican fighter who also took part in the 
Second World War and was with the first Allies who freed Paris from the Nazis. His mother is AL-
LEGRA and he has a twin sister called FRIDA, video-jockey who has just fall in love with Chaplin’s 
girlfriend, a cellist called LUNA. 
Jimena is the grandaughter of PILAR SANTAMARÍA, countess widow of Vega de Patos, who had six 
children, one of them a cardinal in the Vatican and a lot of grandchildren with very posh names and, 
most of them, brokers or general managers. 
But Carlos Ochoa and Pilar Santamaría’s paths crossed many years ago, when they were both 15 year 
old and they fell in love dancing “Cheek to cheek” in the mill of a very small village called Alhorín del 
Cerro. The day after their dance, the Civil War started and they lost track of each other…forever? 80 
years later they meet each other again in a home for the elderly and they discover that none of them 
could ever forget their first and true love.

The author:
Margarita Melgar is the pen-name of two writers. Together they have a long career as scriptwriters for 
cinema and TV and they have published the historical novel La Mujer Del Siglo (La Esfera de los 
Libros, February 2016).
Margarita Melgar is Montse Ganges and Ana Sanz-Magallón.
Anna Sanz-Magallón has a degree in Journalism and she’s professor of the Master’s in Screenplay at 
University of Salamanca and the University of Navarra. She has published 
Cuéntalo Bien (Plot Ediciones). More information on the author: www.anasanzmagallon.com/story-
editor/clientes
Montse Ganges, apart from her work as scriptwriter, has published more than twenty books for young 
readers and children.

EL VERANO DE NUNCA ACABAR
(The Neverending Summer)

by Margarita Melgar 

Genera l  F ict ion

Spanish and Catalan World rights: Ediciones B,
May 2017, (87.000 words aprox.)

Gabriel wakes up in the morgue. Slowly he starts 
to remember: he has just died at a motorcycle ac-
cident and now he is flying over his own funeral. 
Julia wakes up in a hospital. Her father and her 
husband are saying goodbye to her corpse. She has 
been Gabriel’s unintentional victim.
Victim and executioner would meet floating in 
the eternity over Barcelona sky. Gabriel, a teen 

street-artist with a dysfunctional family, soon feels very well with this new situa-
tion. First, he contacts his best friend and together, they will redecorate the city and 
play mischief in order to make Barcelona a funny place.  On the other hand, Julia, 
a teacher, is strongly resented. She will keep on taking care of her relatives until she 
realizes that it doesn’t make any sense.
Until the possibility of fixing the past arrives. Until the roles are switched.
Transparent is a tribute to life, freedom and love.

The author:
Anna Cammany is a scriptwriter and she works for many Catalan TV series. She 
is the author of Diario de una Friki (PRH) (Diary of a Nerd), which has been 
translated to Portuguese, Romanian and Turkish. At the same time she created her 
alter ego “La Troballola” in the social media, focused on spreading streetart Works.
Transparent is her first novel. 

TRANSPARENT

by Anna Cammany

http://www.anasanzmagallon.com/story-editor/clientes
http://www.anasanzmagallon.com/story-editor/clientes
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Spanish World rights: Kailas (TBP 2017)

La Ruta Del Incienso is a novel set during the ar-
rival of Alexander the Great to Egypt in 332 B.C. 
and it also gives an in-depth look at the importance 
of incense during that period
Used in many religious rituals, incense was a very 
precious spice in ancient times. It was also used for 
medical purposes and for the elaboration of per-
fumes. It was obtained from the resin of certain trees and came from the areas where cur-
rently Oman and Yemen, Somalia and Ethiopia are located. From those geographical loca-
tions, a series of commercial routes were established that were known as the Incense Path. 
Incense could follow ground transportation through the routes by land crossing the Arabic 
Peninsula towards the Persian Empire and the Mediterranean or it could follow the maritime 
routes, towards India and the Red Sea arriving at the Mediterranean and Egypt. 
In the year 332 B.C. after conquering Tiro and Gaza, Alexander the Great travels to Egypt 
with the intention of liberating the people from Persian domination.
This is the historical context where La Ruta Del Incienso by Emma Ros is set, a period 
when pacts and betrayal, interests and fights were decisive for the future of the nations in-
volved in the control of a region which is still crucial today. The protagonists of the novel, 
Badru, Asenet, Filotas and Leandro, are forced to risk their lives in order to find the myrrh 
that could change the fate of Alexander’s campaign. 
With a superb setting, a platform of detailed research, and a plot that could very well be read 
as a spy novel, The Incense Path is a fantastic and thrilling historical novel. 

The author:
Emma Ros was born in Montgat en 1975. She has a degree in Journalism from the Autono-
mous University of Barcelona. A creator and screenplay writer for cartoons, she is also the 
author of four children’s books. In 2007 she published her first book for adult readership: 
Para Adelgazar Utiliza Tu Cerebro. Historias Para No Engordar. She has published 
three historical novels: En Tierra De Dioses (2009), La Sacerdotisa De La Luna (2012) 
and La Compositora (2014), all under the Umbriel imprint.

Histor ica l  F ict ion

LA RUTA DEL INCIENSO 
(The Incense Path)

by Emma Ros

Spanish World rights: Ediciones B,
February 2016, 440 pages

www.blasmalopoyatos.com

It’s been 4 centuries since Cervantes passed away 
and it’s time to remember one of the primary 
intellectual enemies of Spanish master writer: 
Lope de Vega. 
Lope de Vega (best known as the Phoenix of 
Inventiveness) had an incredible life full of 
military adventures, dangerous liaisons, compli-
cated relationships and huge success as a stage 
writer. He was the author who changed the way 

the Spanish audience understood theatre and started a new concept of drama when 
the art of the stage became popular. 
Lope de Vega’s main goal was to become the best known professional writer in 16th 
century Spain. But to achieve his goal he had to overcome a great number of obsta-
cles. Not only because of his own personality but also due to the envy and hostility 
coming from many other writers and some stage producers. Among the writers who 
hated Lope de Vega, was Miguel de Cervantes.
In Lope, La Furia Del Fénix, Blas Malo offers the reader wonderful details of 
the period and the writer’s life at a time when a poet could also be a soldier and an 
adventurer. 

The author:
Blas Malo (Alcázar de San Juan, Ciudad Real, 1977), now living in Granada, an 
engineer and passionate about History, gives conferences on historical literature and 
organizes literary tours to visit the settings of his novels.

Histor ica l  F ict ion

LOPE, LA FURIA DEL FÉNIX
(Lope, the Rage of the Phoenix)

by Blas Malo

http://www.blasmalopoyatos.com
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AÚN PODEMOS GANAR 
(We Still can Win)

by Juanjo Flores

Li terary F ict ion

Spanish World rights: Stella Maris,
September 2016, 384 pages.

The protagonist and narrator in Aún Podemos 
Ganar is, apparently, a happy man. He is a 
publicist at one of the primary agencies in the 
city, he’s married to a well known and successful 
lawyer, heiress of a wealthy company, and has 
two wonderful kids. But the truth is that his 
marriage is a failure, he has just been fired and 
the marvelous home where he and his family are 
living, is infested with bees. 
Without telling anyone that he has been fired, 
he spends every day walking around the city, remembering his younger brother 
(who died in an accident) and spying on two women who leave flowers besides the 
road. 
When he receives a message from Georges Wheston, a very famous actor who was 
going to be the protagonist of an expensive spot at his publicity agency, he finds 
the possibility of taking revenge. But, as we all know, life doesn’t always follow our 
plans.

The critics say:
“A enormous storyteller with excellent results.”  J.A. Masoliver Ródenas, La 
Vanguardia
“Here we have a true writer”  José María Pozuelo Yvancos, ABC

The author:
Juanjo Flores was born in Barcelona in 1955. He studied Biology at the University 
of Barcelona. He has worked as an editor for many years and he’s an edition and 
creative writing’s teacher. 

Portuguese rights (Brazil): Editora Record,
2017, pages TBA

French rights: Mercure de France

English sample coming soon.

Li terary F ict ion

PÉS DESCALÇOS
(Barefeet)

by Vinicius Jatobá

The house is finally empty, and now it’s time to sell. Di-
vided into three chapters - the house, the neighborhood, 
the city -, Barefeet is the story of kid growing up in the 
suburbs and discovering the enchanting mysteries of the 
city of Rio de Janeiro. A love letter to Rio de Janeiro, Bare-
feet is a coming-of-age novel and a exploration of how 
memories are produced, but also inherited.

FATHER’S CHAIR
by Vinicius Jatobá

Portuguese rights (Brazil): Editora Record, pages TBA, 2016
Collection of short stories

A private eye follows a married man and his lover around Rio de Janeiro’s suburban streets while re-
imagines in his notebook the details of his investigation; an old man, unaware that he only has a few 
hours to live goes through his comical routine of detailed procrastination, some of these delayed tasks 
with decades in the making; a lonely widow gets confused every time the wind bangs her window, 
and gets dressed for a lover who never arrives. Including Father’s Chair, a story published by Words 
Without Borders, this is a short story collection that explores the world and pathos of suburban life 
in Rio de Janeiro. 

The author:
Vinicius Jatobá (Rio de Janeiro, 1980) was included in the prestigious Granta anthology “The Best of 
Young Brazilian Novelists: 121” with his short story “Still life”, published in 2012 in English by Granta 
and Portuguese by Objectiva Brazil, His work was also included in the German anthology published 
by Wagenbach in August 2013, “Rio de Janeiro. Eine literarische Einladung.” Additionally his story 
“Father’s Chair” came out in English in the The Words Without Borders issue August 2013: Brazil as 
well as the French literary magazine Books in May 2013.
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Spanish rights: Navona,
June 2016, 408 pages
Spanish rights (Mexico): Ediciones Era,
456 pages

Li terary F ict ion

LA DUEÑA DEL HOTEL POE
(The Proprietor of Hotel Poe)

by Barbara Jacobs

This novel is the chronicle of a narrative exercise 
and, at the same time, an exercise of imagina-
tion where the author becomes several voices at 
the same time, almost layered, as if she were a 
Russian Doll.
Through a short novel inside the novel, several 
essays and fragments of a personal diary, we get 
to know the personality of the proprietor of Ho-
tel Poe who is planning to give a big party at the 
Hotel and sending emails to real people. Therefore, the novel becomes a non fiction 
narrative and moves from more conventional fiction to a metaliterary project.

 “Black work, work in progress, La Dueña Del Hotel Poe is an invitation to an 
unreal party in an unreal hotel, where the only reality is the word that, like Borges 
said, can only mention, never name…”  Letras Libres

The author:
Barbara Jacobs comes from a family of Lebanese emigrants and was born in Mexico 
City in 1947. She has a degree in Psychology and has written poetry, fiction, non 
fiction and short stories. She’s also a translator. Among her titles, we can mention 
Doce Cuentos En Contra, Escrito En El Tiempo and Juego Limpio. She won 
the Prize Xavier Villaurrutia en 1987.

Li terary Esssay

(Pending offer)

Barbara Jacobs offers the reader a new perspective 
on the study of the famous writer and philoso-
pher Simone de Beauvoir. Beyond her feminism, 
her social engagement and the intellectual profile 
she cultivated, Simone de Beauvoir was also a 
sensual and sensitive woman.
With the help of the letters Simone exchanged 
with her long-distance lover Nelson Agren (the 
American author of The Man with the Golden 

Arm), Barbara Jacobs reflects on this story of passion and impossible love. 
Un amor de Simone is an essay about Simone de Beauvoir, but it’s also an essay on 
the deceptive ideas we have about the big names in History.

Backlist
Las Hojas Muertas (1987), 
Las Siete Fugas De Saab, Alias “El Rizos”(1992), 
Vida Con Mi Amigo (1994), 
Juego Limpio (1997), 
Adiós Humanidad (2000), 
Carol Dice Y Otros Textos (2000), 
Escrito En El Tiempo (1985), 
Florencia Y Ruiseñor (2006), 
Vidas En Vilo (2007), 
Nin Reír (2009), 
Lunas (2010).

UN AMOR DE SIMONE 
(A Love of Simone)

by Barbara Jacobs
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Oh gloria inmarcesible! (that’s how the 
hymn of Colombia begins) is a collection of 
short stories written with fine irony and a fierce 
critical awareness. The author offers a true and 
deep insight into the real meaning of being Co-
lombian. Through different voices, she travels 
around the country, from San Andrés to Chocó, 
from Popayán to the coffee-growing area, show-
ing the reader a violent, ruthless, unknown and 
lush country. A magnificient anthology recently 
reissued by Ediciones B Colombia but a timeless 
classic in the country (first published in 1979 by Instituto Colombiano de Cultura)

The authors:
AlbaLucía Ángel was born in Pereira, Colombia, a city founded by her ancestors . 
She has a degree in Literature and Art in the Universidad de los Andes (Bogotá). She 
also studied literature and cinema at the Sorbonne (Paris) and Rome. After living in 
different European cities she finally established herself in London in 1980.
She started writing during a trip to Europe, acquiring relevance with her first novel 
Girasoles En Invierno. She’s an experienced art and film critic and journalist as 
well as folk singer-songwriter.
Amongst her literary production we can find tales, essays and poetry. We can find 
her articles at Diario del Caribe, La nueva prensa and El Espectador.
Her writings have a feminist perspective and deal with the history of women’s rights. 

¡OH GLORIA INMARCESIBLE!
(Oh, Undying glory)

Spanish World Rights: Ediciones B Colombia,
August 2016, 160 pages

by AlbaLucía Ángel

Spanish World Rights: Ediciones B Colombia,
April 2015, 376 pages

Li terary F ict ion

ESTABA LA PÁJARA PINTA SENTADA EN EL VERDE LIMÓN
(The Spotted Bird Perched on the Green Lemon)

by AlbaLucía Ángel

First published in 1975, this is a book that has 
become a landmark in Colombian literature. 
With a fresh, vivacious language, the novel has 
been widely read for 40 years by several genera-
tions. 
The novel (the title is a popular children’s song) 
tells the story of a middle class family and two 
events in Colombian History that changed 
its future: the murder of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán, 

known as “Bogotazo”, and the death of the guerrilla priest Camilo Torres. 
This title won the Esso Prize and Álvaro Mutis considered it an essential text about 
Colombian violence. 

Backlist
Tierra De Nadie
Un Vuelo Desde Adentro O Diálogos Con Un Cuaderno Anaranjado
No Hay Mariposas En El Bosque
Las Andariegas
La Manzana De Piedra
La Gata Sin Botas
De Vuelta Del Silencio
Misia Señora
Dos Veces Alicia
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Spanish World rights: Suma de Letras (PRH),
March 2015, 436 pages

A family secret that was silenced, a mysterious 
disappearance… and a desperate struggle with 
fate. A thrilling yet intimate family saga, con-
suming, moving, and convincing. Santamaría 
de la Villa, 1933. Young Esperanza’s will change 
forever. On her way to the Campoamor man-

sion, one of the most highly respected aristocratic families in Asturias, she has only 
her suitcase, the weight of her memories, and a strange premonition. Hired as a lady 
in waitng for the Señora of the house, she quickly realizes that she’s not welcome 
there. As the days go on this feeling as well as her misgivings crescendo. She discov-
ers there’s a secret kept by all those working at the house, a secret about Buenaven-
tura, the daughter and sole heir to Doña Rosario, who apparently disappeared in 
mysterious circumstances.
Noone there is going to make it easy for Esperanza but she’s determined to uncover 
the truth. Along her way she’ll come up against the ghosts from her own past and 
discover the exorbitant price of a new life. Narrated in an enveloping style remi-
niscent of Rebecca, Jane Eyre or Kate Morton’s Forgotten Garden, Toni Aparicio 
masterfully constructs a magnetic novel that captivates and spins you around, that 
discovers the icy ridges of secrets and their dangers, and that portrays the violence of 
people struggling to make a space for themselves. A family mystery that transports 
us to a rural world governed by base instincts where purity and dreams struggle to 
pave their own path.

Women’s F ict ion

BUENAVENTURA

by Toni Aparicio

Spanish World rights: Suma de Letras (PRH),
TBP 2018, 350 pages

www.toniaparicio.com

Beatriz Manubens, lieutenant at the UCO, has 
recently hitted rock bottom. After a terrible and 
tragic experience in her last operation, Beatriz 
has come back to her parents’ home in Albacete 
and is trying to stay sober while she attends, 
skeptic, her scheduled meetings with the po-
lice psychologist. But when Anabel, a girl who 
used to be her friend when they were younger, is 
found dead in the beautiful rural area of Riópar, 
Beatriz feels she needs to be part of the investigation. 
Reminiscent of such successful and well known authors as Dolores Redondo and 
Camilla Lackberg, Toni Aparicio has created a strong and attractive female character 
and the reader soon empathizes with her. With an extraordinary cast of secondary 
characters and a very suggestive setting, La Mala Semilla is an absolute page turner 
and Toni Aparicio offers a novel that contains a criminal mystery but that also talks 
about friendship, betrayal, forgiveness and blame. 

The author:
Toni Aparicio combines his work as an art director and graphic designer with the 
writing of screenplays for feature films and documentaries, some of which he also 
directs. He has also published El Secreto De Elisa Leclerc and Buenaventura.

Crime f ict ion

LA MALA SEMILLA
(The Bad Seed)

by Toni Aparicio
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Spanish World rights: Ediciones B México,
TBP April  2017, 100 pages

PA Mediterranean city. He is a young man con-
vinced that he can’t do anything to settle his life 
and she is a young girl who has abandoned her-
self. Two souls without a name among a crowd 
of strangers. What they don’t know is that, 
thanks to a homeless man,  their paths are going 
to cross. In this urban odyssey there are some 
other important characters and histories with a 
common place: to find company and refuge far 
from the ordinary life. Like the disenchanted manager who’s willing for redemp-
tion and a psychologist who knows that to fight against time is to burn herself. Or 
the fascinating young girl who only wants to disappear and the old woman called 
Carmen who handles her life hassles with an evasive smile. The dream’s seller is a 
dystopic reality. The city comes to life, music manages life. Order and Chaos do 
battle in characters’ hearts.

The author:
Jorge Aguadero Casado (Barcelona, 1974) has a degree in Philosophy in Universi-
tat de Barcelona. He has published I Eurípides the greek. I, Poet (Egido Edito-
rial, 2003) and a Chess manual for kids (Esfera Editorial, 2010). He contributes 
with one of the main Spanish newspapers, La Vanguardia, and with the magazine 
Peón de Rey. Also, he participates in one of the main catalan radio stations (COM 
Ràdio) with a Literary section “Epicur’s Garden”. His last work is the script of the 
movie 22 suspended souls (Vegetarian Films, 2016).

Inspi rat ional  F ict ion

EL VENDEDOR DE SUEÑOS
(The dream’s seller)

by Jorge Aguadero Casado
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Bibliography 
Obras completas y otros cuentos (1959)  La oveja negra y demás fábulas 
(1969)
Movimiento perpétuo (1972)   Lo demás es silencio (1978)
Viaje al centro de la fábula (1981)  La palabra mágica (1983)
La letra e (fragmentos de un diario) (1987) Antología del cuento triste 
(1992)
Cuentos y fábulas (1993)   Los buscadores de oro (1993)
La vaca (1998)    Pájaros de hispanoamérica (2000)
Cuentos, fábulas y lo demás es silencio (2001)
His work has been published in Spain & Latin America, mostly by Alfaguara (Santillana) 

Foreign Rights Sold
Obras Completas Y Otros Cuentos • Marcos & Marcos - ITALY (rights reverted.) • 
Texas University Press - USA (English) • AI-AI - FINLAND (rights rev.) • Insel Verlag - 
GERMANY • Da Vinci - KOREA • Horizon Media - CHINA
La Oveja Negra Y Demás Fábulas • Selleiro - ITALY (rights rev.) • Brutus O.s Bokforlag 
- SWEDEN (r.r) • TAMKANG UNIU – CHINA (r. rev) • Shoshi Yamada - JAPAN • Volk 
und Welt - GERMANY (rights r.) • AI-AI - FINLAND (rights rev.) • André Dimanche - 
FRANCE (rights r.) • Santillana USA Spanish (rights rev) • Acorn Books - UK • Angelus 
Novus - PORTUGAL • Zmanz - KOREA • Insel Verlag - GERMANY • Horizon Media - 
CHINA • Anyô Par - BENGALI • Cosacnaify - BRAZIL • Bjartur - ICELAND
La Palabra Mágica • Farenheit 451 - ITALY (rights rev.) • Pasaje du Nord-Ouest - 
FRANCE
MOVIMIENTO PERPÉTUO • Marcos & Marcos - ITALY (rights rev.) • Texas University 
Press - USA (r. r.) • Passage du Nord-Ouest - FRANCE (rights reverted) • Harriët Peteri - 
NETHERLANDS (r. r.) • General Egyptian Book - ARABIAN • Novo Seculo - BRASIL
Lo Demás Es Silencio • Sellerio - ITALY (rights reverted) • Volk und Welt - GERMANY 
(rights r.) • Casa das Letras - PORTUGAL (r.r) • Novo Seculo - BRASIL
Cuentos, Fábulas Y Lo Demás Es Silencio • Hakibbutz – ISRAEL (rights reverted)
Antologia Personal • National Center for Translation EGYPT (Arabic)

Though Augusto Monterroso was born in Tegucigalpa, Honduras in 1921, he was a Guate-
malan citizen. He was exiled from Guatemala in 1944 for opposing Jorge Ubico’s dictator-
ship and protesting against United States-owned banana plantations operating in Central 
America. 
During the toughest times of the dictatorship, Augusto Monterroso was one of the 1940 
Generation, founders of the Authors and Writers Association in Guatemala and the literary 
magazine Acento, in which he published his first stories.
In 1944, the October Revolution broke out in Guatemala and not much later Augusto 
Monterroso was named consul for Guatemala in Mexico until 1953. He was then sent to La 
Paz (Bolivia) as a consul for his country and one year later he renounced his post and began 
a new exile in Santiago. There he contributed to the magazine La Gaceta de Chile at the 
invitation of Pablo Neruda.
In 1956 Monterroso definitively returned to Mexico, where was involved in many cultural 
projects: 
 • Scholarship holder of Mexico’s College for Philology Studies 
 • Publisher of La Dirección General de Publicaciones and the Coordinación de Hu-
manidades of UNAM
 • Director of the collection “Nuestros Clásicos” of UNAM
 • Profesor of Literature 
 • Editor of the magazine Revista de la Universidad de Mexico, etc.
In 1996, he obtained the prestigious Juan Rulfo Award (México) In 1988, he received the 
highest honour the Mexican government can bestow on foreign dignitaries, the Aguila Az-
teca. In 2000, he has won the prestigious Spanish Award Príncipe de Asturias de Literaura 
for his literary career. 
He died in Mexico in 2003. 

Monterroso is credited with writing one of the world’s shortest stories. The story reads in its 
entirety: 
El Dinosaurio (The Dinosaur)
“Upon waking, the dinosaur was still there.”
 
Other Awards: Premio Nacional de Cuento “Saker ti”, Guatemala 1952 / Premio Magda 
Donato, 1970 / Premio Xavier Villaurrutia, 1975 / Premio Juchimán de Plata, México 1985 
/ Edward L. Tinker visiting Professor Fall 1992, Stanford University Press / Member of the 
Guatemalan Language AcademyPremio literario IILA (Instituto Italo-Latinoamericano) / 
Doctor Honoris Causa, University San Carlos de Guatemala / Premio Nacional de literatura 
1997 en Guatemala

Augusto Monterroso

Li terary Class ics
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Fundació Joan Brossa

PoEsÍa CoMPlEta DE Joan Brossa  GUAL PERMANENT (151 págs)
(Complete Works by Joan Brossa)   (Permament Private Driveway)
(TBP 2019)    (TBP october 2017)

MAPA DE LLUITES (126 págs) 
(Map of Combats)

Catalan World rights: RATA (Poetry imprint of ENCICLOPÈDIA CATALANA)

Joan Brossa (Barcelona, January 19th 1919 –December 30th 1998) is the most important 20th Century Catalan 
avant-garde poet. Thanks to his relation with Joan Miró, J.V. Foix and the gallerist Joan Prats he started to write 
poetry and neo-realistic theatre. He was also cofounder of magazine Dau al Set, collaborating with young artists of 
the time such as Antoni Tàpies, Modest Cuixart, Joan Ponç, Arnau Puig and Joan-Josep Tharrats, experimenting 
with a late surrealistic movement. Thanks to his contact with João Cabral de Melo on 1950, Brossa’s poetry turned 
to a strong social commitment. On 1960 Brossa started to be internationally known thanks to exhibitions in the 
Maeght gallery, Art Basel, Biennal of São Paulo or exhibitions at art capitals like Kassel, New York, London, Munich 
and México and Monterrey. After his death, Fundació Miró dedicated him a retrospective.

His creative work embraced all aspects of art: poetry, prose, cinema, theatre, music, cabaret, scenic arts, magic, 
circus and plastic arts. For Brossa “the difference between genres doesn’t exist, they are different ways to express an 
identic reality. They are the sides of a same pyramid that coincides on his top”. Brossa used language as a vehicle for 
experimentation, refusing the differentiation between word and object. He felt comfortable with transgression and 
considered objects as a field that doesn’t suffer the restrictions of language.
Brossa’s poetry can be described as short, ludic and surprising.

Bibliography
Cappare
Poemes Visuals
Els Ulls De L’òliba
Els Entra-I-Surts Del Poeta
El Saltamartí
Romancets Del Dragolí
Passat Festes
Poemes Escollits
Tria De Poemes Conversables I Tast De Poemes 
La Clau A La Boca 
Memòria Encesa O Mosaic Antològic
Antologia De Poemas De Revolta
A Partir Del Silenci
Poesia Tipogràfica
El Dia A Dia
Les Eteceteras / Els Etcèteres
Poesia Escènica Ii: Strip-Tease I Teatre Irregular
Em Va Fer Joan Brossa I El Pedestal Són Les Sabates
Poesia Escènica Viii: Posteatre I Teatre De Carrer

Joan Brossa
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Ramón J. Sender (Chalamera, Huesca, Spain 1901 - San Diego, California, USA 1982) is “the first contemporary 
author to write in Spanish,” according to the Times Literary Supplement. Without a doubt Sender holds one of 
the most important places among 20th century Spanish authors, perhaps next to Camilo José Cela and Pío Baroja. 
After beginning a Liberal Arts degree, Sender became a journalist and collaborated with several publications, ulti-
mately directing the magazine Tensor. Disappointed with the anarchist movement, Sender was drawn to Commu-
nism, an ideology that he would later renounce. After actively fighting in the Civil War, he exiled in France, and, a 
year later, left for Mexico. In 1942 he moved to the United States where he taught literature. From an exiled writer 
with a cult status, Sender became popular in a developing and tepidly more open Spain with the help of Destino 
and their complete edition of Crónica Del Alba (1965) as well as the Planeta Prize awarded to him in 1969 for 
the story En La Vida De Ignacio Morel. 

In his truly extensive works Sender employed multiple approaches, techniques, and themes. Nevertheless, there are 
common elements running throughout all of his books: an interest in human nature and a thirst for investigating 
what underlies the evolution of history. His trajectory is marked by various tendencies which range from realist nar-
rative techniques –Imán or Réquiem Por Un Campesino Español, considered to be one of the best novels written 
in Spanish during the 20th century – to autobiographical ones – Crónica Del Alba – by way of historical stories 
and accounts. Additionally, his prolific body of work includes several essays, articles, and plays.

His work has been published in both Spain and Latin America - primarily by Destino - and throughout the world.

A Selection of Foreign Rights Sold:
Réquiem Por Un Campesino Español
• Aris & Philips/Oxbow - UK English • Stockcero - USA /Spanish • Philipp Reclam Jun - Germany • Campo das 
letras - Portugal (rights r.) • Attila - Italy • Federop - France (rights reverted) • Grafisk Verlag - Denmark (rights r.)
Crónica Del Alba
• Gyldem Hal Norsk - Norway (r.r.) • Doubleday, Doran & Co. - US (r.r.)
El Fugitivo
• Attila - Italy
Aventura Equinoccial De López De Aguirre
• Laguna - Serbia
El Rey Y La Reina
• Casa Editrice Le Lettere - Italy • Seuil - France • Suhrkamp Verlag - Germany 
El Verdugo Affable
• Laffont - France (rights reverted)
El Vado
• Josef Raabe - Germany (rights rev)
El Lugar De Un Hombre
• Attila - France 
Epitalamio Del Prieto Trinidad
• Attila - France
El Superviviente
• Medusa - Italy 

Works that have been translated into English (rights now reverted):

El Rey Y La Reina    Crónica Del Alba 
El Verdugo Afable    Novelas Ejemplares De Cíbola 
Contraataque     Epitalamio Del Prieto Trinidad 
Siete Domingos Rojos    El Lugar Del Hombre
Imán (Translated As Earmarked For Hell) Pro Patria

Ramón J. Sender
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Spanish World rights: Anagrama,
February 2014, 120 pages

Hermógenes W.’s right eye is sky blue and his left isemerald 
green. Hermógenes W. is a Second Category inspector for 
the Special Squad of Regional Tax Collectors. Hermógenes 
W. is a civil servant with twotone eyes who works for the 
government of a country in crisis. His mission: to collect 
money from tax-payers in the city of Boronburg. When the 
tax collector gets off the train at his destination no one is 
there to meet him at the station, it’s completely deserted 
and when he arrives at his hotel by foot there is no one to be found at the reception desk. He installs 
himself in a room and, from his window, contemplates the empty streets and, on the horizon, the castle 
belonging to a Count who was rumored to be a vampire and left many years ago. We find ourselves in 
Tomeo’s territory: an obsessive narrative, an outlandish protagonist, a mysterious setting, a comical yet 
disturbing tone, echoes of Kafka, his surveyor and castle… The publication of this brief posthumous 
novel is the best tribute possible to one of the most eccentric and powerful narrators in contemporary 
Spanish fiction. A writer with a voice and literary universe that are unequaled, singular and exceptional.

The author:
Javier Tomeo, (1935- 2013) a graduate in Law and Criminology (University of Barcelona), started 
his prolific writing career in the 60s, and in the 80s established himself as one of the best and most 
personal contemporary Spanish writers. His books, translated into 15 languages, has been made into 
films and plays at international theatres. His work has received several literary awards and was praised 
by Roberto Bolaño, who declared himself a devoted reader of Tomeo’s books. Amongst his regular 
publishers figure Jorge Herralde/Anagrama in Spain, Klaus Wagenbach in Germany and Christian 
Bourgois in France. Apart from these three prestigious publishing houses, his work has also been 
published in Portugal (Caminho), Italy (Mondadori), the U.S.A., the UK, Holland, Sweden, Poland, 
Greece, Brasil, Finland, Israel and Hungary.
Foreign publishers of previous titles by Javier Tomeo:
Los Amantes De Silicona: Wagenbach (Germany), Editions Corti (France)
La Noche Del Lobo as well as La Mirada De La Muñeca Hinchable: Christian Bourgouis (France)
Amado Monstruo: Christian Bourgois (France), Wagenbach (Germany), Mondadori (Italy),
Wereldbibliotheek (The Netherlands), Carcanet (United Kingdom), Hakibbutz Hameuchad (Israel), 
Brasiliense (Brazil), Teorema (Portugal), Alfabeta (Sweden), Andalusialainen Koira (Finland), Jelenkor 
(Hungary), Medusa/Selas (Greece),Rosetti (Rumania)
El Castillo De La Carta Cifrada: Christian Bourgois (France), Wagenbach (Germany), Bollati
Boringhieri (Italy), Wereldbibliotheek (Netherlands), Carcanet (United Kingdom), Hakibbutz 
Hameuchad (Israel), Caminho (Portugal).

EL HOMBRE BICOLOR 
(The Two-Tone Man)

by Javier Tomeo

Li terary F ict ion

EL FIN DE LOS DINOSAURIOS
(The End of the Dinosaurs)
Spanish World rights: Páginas de espuma
January 2014, 200 pages

EL CRIMEN DEL CINE ORIENTE
(Murder at the “Oriente” Cinema)
Spanish World rights: Ediciones B
2009, 191 pages
Over 25,000 copies sold since publication!

PECADOS GRIEGOS
(Greek Sins)
Spanish rights: Ediciones B
April 2009, 150 pages

EL CANTANTE DE BOLEROS
(The Bolero Singer)
Spanish Rights: Anagrama
2005, 177 pages
French Rights: Christian Bourgois Editeur

LA MIRADA DE LA MUÑECA HINCHABLE
(The Inflatable Doll’s Look)
Spanish Rights: Anagrama
2004, 162 pages
French Rights: Christian Bourgois Editeur

LOS NUEVOS INQUISIDORES
(The New Inquisitors)
Spanish Rights: Alpha Decay
2004, 278 pages
French Rights: Christian Bourgois Editeur
German Rights: Wagenbach

Previous titles
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Spanish World and Catalan rights: Debate 
(Penguin Random House Group)/Rosa dels Vents, 
September 2016, 381 pages

The definitive book on wine and the people 
behind it, by Josep Roca, 3-Star Michellin 
sommelier and co-owner of Celler de Can 
Roca, voted the best restaurant in the world.

An exceptional homage to all the people who 
make of wines their lifes’ philosophy. A book 
that links 12 winemakers’ history from all over 
the world with the wine that defines them. Written by Josep Roca, one of the best 
sommeliers in the world and Imma Puig, psychologist of international prestige.
Human culture is strongly linked to wine and its tradition and it’s possible to talk 
about wine culture in a humanist sense as it is linked to the evolution of traditions, 
societies and to different ways of life.. To talk about wine history is to talk about 
human history. In the words of Josep Roca, “wine is a life’s philosophy”.
Josep Roca and Imma Puig have created 12 portraits of the best winemakers in the 
world in order to search for the truth in their nuances. A journey from Napa’s Valley 
exuberance to the tradition preserved in Georgia’s kvervis, from Priorat to Mendoza, 
from La Rioja to Le Bourgogne. In every stop, Josep Roca and Imma Puig give shape 
to an indispensable book for wine lovers, unveiling the secrets that every wineglass 
contains.
Wine and people. A natural harmony. Wine and life. Earth-bound and spiritual. A 
vital cycle of nature and indecision, concerns, doubts, fears, hope, logic, knowledge, 
the empirical, the fundamental, dreams, projects, and pride. Mysticism, tradition, 
transmission, respect, caring, and passionate love. Wine is just about everything.
The people included here are proof

TRAS LAS VIÑAS 
(Beyond the Vineyards)

by Josep Roca and Inma Puig

Cul inary Essay

Included are:
William Harlan. Napa Valley. California.
Christian Moueix de Pomerol. Bordeaux Francia.
Alvaro and Titin Perez Palacios. Priorat y Bierzo. Spain 
Pierre Overnoy de Pupillin. Jura. Francia.
Sara Perez Ovejero. Falset. Priorat. Spain 
Reinhard Heymann. Winingen. Mosel. Germany
Raul Bobet . Talarn. Catalan Pyrenees. Lleida. Spain
John Wundermann. Kakheti. Georgia.
Maria Jose Lopez Heredia. Haro. Rioja. Spain 
Elisabetta Foradori. Mezzolombardo. Trentino. Italy
Lalou Bize Leroy de Vosne Romanee. Burgundy France 
Matias Michelini. Mendoza. Argentina.

The authors:
Josep Roca i Fontané (1966, Girona, Catalonia) is the sommelier and co-ownr 
of the restaurant El Celler de Can Roca, voted the best restaurant in the world by 
Restaurant Magazine and awarded with three Michelin stars. He runs El Celler de 
Can Roca together with his brothers, chef Joan Roca, and pastry Chef Jordi Roca. 
He has been awarded with a plethora of awards including the National Prize for 
Gastronomy 2004 for the best Premio Nacional de Gastronomia 2004 for the Best 
Front-of-House Manager from the Spanish Academy of Gastronomy.
Inma Puig is Psychologist by Universidad de Barcelona, and has a general practice 
as a clinical psychologist. Inma published Retratos De Familia. Lo Que Quiso 
Saber Y No Se Atrevio A Preguntar Sobre La Empresa Familiar, a book for 
families who work together as well as for professional advisors, that explains in plain 
language several issues that usually arise in family enterprise, with a critical point of 
view clearly focused on comprehending family members.
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Genera l  Non F ict ion- Relat ionships

Spanish World rights: Ediciones Urano,
June 2016, 256 pages
Romanian rights: Editura Niculescu
Italian Rights: Feltrinelli
Portuguese rights (Portugal): Pergaminho

Nº 11 on Amazon’s Kindle List for Non Fiction
 
A guide to give meaning to people trapped in a mean-
ingless relationship. 
If you are absolutely comitted to a relationship that 
doesn’t give you any satisfaction. 
If you don’t see your boyfriend as much as you would 
like to, he doesn’t call you enough or you feel you are 
not loved, wanted or prioritized enough.
If you think that sooner or later a miracle will take place and he will tell you whatever you 
want to hear 
If you think he loves you more than he’s capable of demonstrating but he’s not brave enough 
to show it. 
In short, if love hurts you, it’s time for you to discover another kind of love…beginning with 
love for yourself. 
This book is intended for those women- or men- who are attached to a relationship that 
doesn’t make them happy, who dedicate most of their time and energy to making their 
partners love them, who love someone who cannot or doesn’t want to love them back as they 
need. Does this ring a bell?
Montse Barderi offers the reader another strategy: what if you could address all your re-
sources and efforts towards yourself or towards people who deserve it?

The author:
With a degree in Philosophy and a Master in Journalism and Gender Studies, Montse Bard-
eri has worked in the Philosophy and Gender Department at the University of Barcelone. 
She works as a journalist for a broad range of Catalan media. She has published Perder Para 
Ganar (Ara Llibres / Grijalbo), finalist of the Literary Prize Ramon Llull in 2007, and Los 
Arcos Del Agua (Ediciones B).

EL AMOR NO DUELE 
(Love is not Painful at All)

by Montse Barderi

Genera l  Non F ict ion- Essay

Catalan rights: Ara Llibres,
September 2016, 176 pages

Tons of humour and cynism to claim a new place 
for women and feminism in our society.
“We still need to be feminists. The worst thing is 
not smeared makeup or a broken heel. The worst 
thing is to continue being women as we are now”. 
Natza Farré.
Written with a direct style, this is a vindicatory 

and enthusiastic book that barely contains a rebellious voice, a voice that writes 
with the goal that it’s women who will save the world. Indispensable, urgent and 
straight to the heart: this is the start to a revolution that is going to change women, 
will change it all.

The author:
Natza Farré is well known in Catalan media. She’s a scriptwriter and radio speaker 
on La Competència, (RAC1) and she has her own section as host in El Món (RAC1), 
both of which are leading prime time radio programs. She frequently takes part in 
cultural and political programs on TV3 and 8TV, leading media in Catalunya.

CURS DE FEMINISME PER MICROONES
(Course of Feminism for Microwaves)

by Natza Farré
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Genera l  Psychology for  Sel f- Improvement 

Spanish World rights: Grijalbo (PRH),
March 2016, 245 pages
Italian rights: Vallardi
Polish rights: Muza
Portuguese rights: Pergaminho

English Sample Available Soon

 www.rafaelsantandreu.es

Rafael Santandreu’s new book puts forward a scien-
tific method that will help us to become healthier 
and stronger people, more peaceful, well-balanced and free of our fears. 
All the obsessions that poison our lives- anxiety, depression, stress, shynness-, all our fears 
and worries are the result of a flawed way of thinking that we are unable to completely re-
verse. How To Be Happy In Alaska offers the method to achieve this change thanks to the 
most effective therapeutic school: modern Cognitive Psychology. 

With How To Be Happy In Alaska, the author shows us the three main steps we have to 
follow in order to change our personal psychology:
1) Focus on our inner self.
2) Learn to travel light.
3) Appreciate what surrounds us.

The author:
Rafael Santandreu is one of the most prestigious psychologists in Spain.
After a period working as a professor at Ramón Llull University, he was presented with the 
opportunity to study and work with the celebrated psychologist Giorgio Nardone in his 
Centro di Terapia Strategica in Arezzo, Italy. Currently, he divides his time between his
consultation at his clinic in Barcelona and teaching at the College of Physicians in Barcelona.

SER FELIZ EN ALASKA
(How to be Happy in Alaska)

by Rafael Santandreu

Genera l  Psychology for  Sel f- Improvement 

LAS GAFAS DE LA FELICIDAD 
(The Lens of Happiness) 
Spanish World and Catalan rights: Grijalbo
(Penguin Random), March 2014, 320 pages
Portuguese rights (Portugal): Pergaminho
Italian rights: Vallardi
Polish rights: Muza

thE lEns of haPPinEss was acquired for world Spanish and Cata-
lan in a six figure deal! Over 150,000 copies sold!

Rafael Santandreu is one of the most prestigious and leading psy-
chologists in Spain. He’s specialized in helping people develop their 
emotional strength. With the help of his method, hundreds of thou-
sands of people have been able to permanently get rid of their fears. 

Now it’s your turn to discover the lens that will help you adjust calibrate find the right prescription for 
your heart and mind. Time to try on for size the lens of happiness!

Previous titles

EL ARTE DE NO AMARGARSE LA VIDA
(The Art Of Not Making Ourselves Miserable) 
Spanish World rights: Oniro (Planeta Group),
September 2011, 240 pages

www.elartedenoamargarselavida.com

German rights: Goldmann   Italian rights: Vallardi
Portuguese rights (Brazil): Sextante  Bulgarian rights: Hermes
Portuguese rights (Portugal): Pergaminho Polish rights: Muza
Taiwan Complex Chinese rights: Crown  Dutch rights: ZNU
Simplified Chinese rights: Citic  Russian rights: Eksmo
French rights: Marabout (Hachette group) Turkish rights: Pegasus
Korean rights: The Wing Of Thinking Publishing Greek rights: 
 Psychogios

Full English translation available Over 500,000 copies sold

Life is for enjoyment: loving, learning, discovering, and we can only do these once we have gotten 
over our fears and we discover the art of not making ourselves miserable.
The Art Of Not Making Ourselves Miserable provides us with the latest tools from the most 
powerful cognitive psychology, the most important school of therapeutic throughout the world and 
with thousands of studies that back up its efficiency.

http://www.rafaelsantandreu.es
http://www.elartedenoamargarselavida.com
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Sel f- Improvement 

Spanish World rights: Kairós,
(TBP, 2017)

El Éxito Vital is a non-explored kind of suc-
cess. This title develops this concept as an alter-
native to other common models of success that 
in our societies are related to fame, money or so-
cial relevance. El Éxito Vital is related to how 
our personal life is perceived by us in relation to 
values and principles as well as diverse goals. The 

main purpose of this book is to help the reader develop a critical sense, to escape 
from the fascination of other materialistic models that invade our collective imagi-
nation. Success is not only the property of those with a high standard of living.
 
Maria Novo’s proposal is a critical reflection to understand reality and positioning 
oneself, searching for paths that will guide us to a good life, white at the same time 
demystifying dominant success models

The author:
María Novo a doctor in Philosophy and Education, as well as a writer, is the Presi-
dent of the Spanish Association of “Slow People” created in 2007 (www.slowpeople.
org) and likewise directs the project ECOARTE for the integration of science and 
art in dealing with the environment. She’s a UNESCO professor of environmen-
tal education and sustainable development at the National University of Distance 
Learning as well as an assiduous lecturer in Spanish, European and Latin American 
forums (www.ecoarte.org). with easy reading.

EL ÉXITO VITAL
(Vital Success)

by María Novo

Business Autobiography

Japanese rights: Nikkei, December 2013,
278 pages,  English ms available
Simplified Chinese rights: Citic
Complex Chinese rights: Business Weekly
Portugal: Gestao Plus (Bertrand group)
Brazilian rights: Bestseller
Korean rights: Dasan Books
Polish rights: Mt Biznes

In this collection of columns written for the Japa-
nese newspaper Nikkei, business guru Philip Kotler 
shares with us his origins, growing up years, pieces of 
his history and family, friendships, prized experienc-
es, and his ideas on poverty, peace, religion, nation 
and city building, museums and performing arts, in-
novation, wealth generation, inequality, competition, corruption, government regulation, 
economic theory, marketing science, corporates social responsibility, social marketing, trans-
formation, disruption, nonprofit organizations, collecting, branding, business purpose, and 
happiness. This is a fascinating overview of the evolution of marketing and the author’s life.

The author:
Professor Kotler was ranked the fourth most Influential Business Writer/Management 
Guru, following Peter Drucker, Bill Gates, and Jack Welch, in a survey of 1,000 executives 
from 25 countries (Financial Times November 18, 2005).  He was ranked the sixth most in-
fluential business thinker following Gary Hamel, Thomas L. Friedman, Bill Gates, Malcolm 
Gladwell, and Howard Gardner by the Wall Street Journal (May 5, 2008).
Philip Kotler (born 27 May 1931 in Chicago) is the S.C. Johnson & Son Distinguished 
Professor of International Marketing at the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern 
University. He received his Master’s degree at the University of Chicago and his Ph.D. at 
MIT, both in economics. He did postdoctoral work in mathematics at Harvard University 
and in behavioral science at the University of Chicago.
Philip Kotler is widely acknowledged as the father of modern marketing and the world’s 
foremost expert on strategic marketing.

MY ADVENTURES IN MARKETING:
SEEING THE WORLD AND LIFE THROUGH MARKETING EYES

by Philip Kotler

http://www.ecoarte.org
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Sel f-he lp /  Popular  Psychology

DE ILUSIONES TAMBIÉN SE MALVIVE 
(Living on Hope Alone is Also Just Scraping By)
Spanish World rights and Catalan rights: Ediciones B, May 2014, 288 
pages

JEFES: APRENDA A CONOCERLOS Y GANE SU CONFIANZA 
(Bosses: Learn to Get to Know Them and Win their Trust)
Spanish World rights: Conecta (PRH), March 2013, 224 pages

QUERER ES PODER: la fuerza de la voluntad puede entrenarse
(Wanting is Power. We can train our will power)
Spanish World rights: Ediciones B, February 2013, 215 pages
Catalan rights: Portic (Grup 62)

ATRÉVETE A DECIR NO 
(Dare to Say No)
Spanish: La Esfera de los Libros, May 2010, 211 pages
Portuguese: Sinais do Fogo
We can all learn to say no. It will strengthen our self-esteem and help us 
to avoid situations which are unsatisfactory for us. This book’s interesting 
reflections and valuable real stories help us understand what makes asser-
tiveness difficult, although it is so important for an honest and upright life.

CUÁNTO TE QUIERO 
(How Much I Love You)
Spanish: Aguilar, Santillana (early 2011)
Catalan: Raval Edicions
Portugal: Pergamino (Bertrand Editora)

Previous titles

Sel f-he lp /  Popular  Psychology

Spanish World and Catalan rights: Ediciones B, 
March 2016, 200 pages

Option publishers: 
Portuguese: Pergaminho, Sinais do fogo, and Lua 
de papel 
Brazil: Ciranda
Italy: Vallardi

What is tangible is not permanent.
Look inside you.

Psychologist, International speaker, NLP thera-
pist, personal development facilitator, Xavier 
Guix is a media mentor in informative psychol-
ogy. With his very personal style, accessible and 
straight forward, Guix offers the reader the primary elements of the self-discovery 
process. «Master reflections», the central part of the book, is a guide based on philo-
sophical and psychological principles, that helps readers make the necessary changes 
that can help adjust our lives and feel good despite it all. 

The author:
Xavier Guix has a degree in psychology and is specialized in communication and 
Neurolinguistic Programming. He works as a therapist as well as teacher at the busi-
ness school EADA, giving courses on leadership and personal growth. He likewise 
gives conferences worldwide and appears on the radio and TV. Xavier Guix is con-
sidered one of the most important Spanish authors of personal growth books. He 
has written several books (Ni Me Explico Ni Me Entiende, Descontrólate, El 
Sentido De La Vida O La Vida Sentida, Atreverse A Decir No, ¡Cuánto Te 
Quiero!, Querer Es Poder and De Ilusiones También Se Malvive). His books 
have been published with great success in Spanish, Portuguese and Italian.

¿POR QUÉ DIOS CREÓ LAS MOSCAS? 
(Why did God create flies?)

by Xavier Guix
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I l lustrated

Spanish World rights: Lumen, March 2017

Lola is a young girl who is just starting her way in 
her life: she’s an animal rights’ defender, allergic to 
social injustice, cynical, irreverent and she takes on 
everything she doesn’t like, from human relation-
ships to the Bible merciless. Lola doesn’t talk about 
the easy parts of life. She wants to tell us that we 
are the proprietors of our integrity, our time and 
our happiness and Lola’s goal is to question and em-
power the reader, especially female readers.
A funny graphic novel that relates Lola Vendetta’s adventures, a young girl who 
doesn’t mince her words and who wants to end with injustice. Lola is feminist above 
all, she is pretty, intelligent, with hairy legs and armpits. Also, she’s allergic to injus-
tices, irreverent, cynical and… bloodthirsty. She fights all the things that she doesn’t 
like in life, starting with men who don’t respect her nor other women. She delivers 
justice in her own way with her inseparable katana.
After ending a boring relationship, Lola must face her new life and look inside her 
what she was searching in her boyfriend: acceptance and self-esteem. During all this 
process, Lola Vendetta will offer us moments of laugh and reflection.
 
The author:
Raquel Riba Rossy (Igualada, Barcelona, 1990) studied Fine Arts at the Univer-
sidad de Barcelona (2008-2012), and at the École Nationale Supérieure d’Art de 
Limoges, France. She also studied illustration at L’Escola de la Dona (Woman’s 
School), in Barcelona.
Her first book, Emma, the Very Untidy Fairy, Ed. Tum Books, has been published 
in Catalan, Spanish, and English. 

MÁS VALE LOLA QUE MAL ACOMPAÑADA 
(LOLA VENDETTA)

by Raquel Riba Rossy

Graphic Novel Picture Book

In 1930 the Soviet Union set out to become one 
of the main world-wide producers of cotton and 
to do so they constructed an extensive but de-
ficient system of canal of irrigation throughout 
the channels of two great rivers that nourished 
the Aral Sea of water. The bad quality of con-
struction of the canals, which provoked the loss 

by filtration of up to 70% of the water that they transported added to the agressive policy of growth 
of the crop fields, snatched such an amount of water from the sea that the sea level began to decrease 
exponentially.
“The trip to Aral (Uzbequistán) was an awakening. Observing the disastrous relationship that man 
establishes with the planet and the devastating consquences, made me understand how basic mankind 
is (…) In just one generation, all the traces of prosperity had dissapeared. (…) I found a place with 
no future.”
Those are the words of Jordi Azategui, a very prestigious cinema photographer, who travelled with Isa-
bel Coixet (the movie director) to Aral as the photography director of her film Aral, El Mar Perdido 
(2010), (Aral, The Lost Sea.) 
The photographies are delicate, restrained and elegant. Jordi Azategui loves silence and he sketches the 
no-space, whatever remains after the sea has dissappeared, the remains of a ecological wreck and the 
lives of the people who are still there once the water is gone. 
More information on the author: www.azategui.com/en/ 

The author:
With a diploma in Applied Arts from the Llotja High School of Art and Design of Barcelona, Jordi 
Azategui approached the world of image through artistic photography and video-art where he found 
the entry door to the audio-visual world developing a long and varied professional journey as a cin-
ematographer and cameraman for documentary films, fiction films, music clips, theater plays, dance 
performances, fashion clips and advertising.
In 2009 he initiated with the documentary Aral. The Lost Sea, an exquisite artistic relationship with 
the film director Isabel Coixet with whom he has been working up to now as a director of photography, 
cameraman and editor for documentaries as Listening To The Judge Garzón (winner Best Docu-
mentary in 2012 Goyas’ awards), commercials as Escofet’s Grasshopper and feature films as Yesterday 
Never Ends with Javier Cámara and Candela Peña, with which he won Best Photography award and 
Best Editing award in 2013 Málaga Spanish Film Festival. He has also been working as second unit 
cinematographer for Isabel Coixet’s film Nobody Wants The Night with Juliette Binoche, Rinko 
Kikuchi and Gabriel Byrne, opening film and official selection in the 65th Berlinale Film Festival.

SEA WITHOUT SEA
(English/Spanish edition)

by Jordi Azategui

http://www.azategui.com/en/ 
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England. Nowadays.
John is a 13 year old boy who lives in a context of 
social unease, riots and police brutality. The only 
thing he loves is football. 
Steven is John’s teacher. After a past of revolution-
ary activism, Steven lives a miserable, sad life.. The 
kids make fun of his limping and his job mates don’t respect him.
When John breaks Steven’s window and discovers his teacher’s past, a new kind of 
friendship between them will be born and it will give them both some hope in a 
society of despair. 
Anger is a dark and hard story with characters almost marginal. The gloomy at-
mosphere and the attempted simplicity, hides a constant exploration of shapes and 
silhouettes. 

 
The authors:
Martí Dols (Barcelona, 1990) has a degree in Cinema and Television and his main 
speciality is Film Screep. He has a master of the London Film School He lives in 
London.

David Rosel (Sabadell, 1989) studied design and illustration at La Escola Joso 
in Barcelona. He has worked for publishing houses such as Planeta and Grup 62 
and for Blizzard Entertainment. He has contributed to books such as Master Of 
Anatomy, and 21Draw. One of his illustrations will be included in the comic The 
Golden boy and his work has been published in the web Cartoonbrew.com. He lives 
in Amsterdam.

ANGER

by Martí Dols & David Rosel

Graphic Novel I l lustrated Book for  A l l  Ages

text and cocotte-tologist: Pep Gómez
illustrations: Javi Gómez

Spanish World and Catalan offers received
publication TBA, 98 pages approx.

Minimal Cocotte-togoloy is an origami manual for the 
lazy, suitable for the entire family, for playful adults or kids not 
too sucked in by technology,that can be read as a visual poem 
or essay.

This delightfully funny and singular book for all ages with gorgeous retro illustrations is inspired in the 
manuals from the 1930s. But it goes way beyond a practical manual; for origami aficionados, adults, 
kids, this original book has something for everyone. 

The authors:

Text: Pep Gómez was born in 1946 in Barcelona. He has been, among a variety of other things, a 
puppeteer, a bard, a bookbinder, and a cocotte-ologist. He lived intensely for many years and now 
dedicates his time to commentary and contemplation. A hilarious film in English will give you a good 
idea of what he’s like: vimeo.com/119456067 
His blog is www.pepgomez.blogspot.com

Illustrations: Javi Gómez was born in 1976 in Barcelona. After studying Biochemistry and Fine Arts 
he worked as a croupier in a casino. Since then he’s been a digital printer, a street caricaturist, illustrator 
for a bankrupt magazine, portrait painter, and letterer. Currently he dedicates his time to drawing and 
playing the banjo. Yes, just like Robert Crumb.

COCOTOLOGÍA MÍNIMA
(Minimal Cocotte-ogoloy: Orgami for the Lazy)

by Pep & Javi Gómez

https://vimeo.com/119456067
http://www.pepgomez.blogspot.com
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YA Fantasy /  Romance

Spanish World and Catalan offers 
pending
pub TBA, 371 pages

www.javiaraguz.com
www.elmundodekomori.com

Destiny chooses who comes into 
our lives but it’s our hearts that de-
cide who stays there.

La Letter Rouge is a story where the multiple plots and characters weave a huge web that 
traps readers from the very first page. It’s about destiny, if there is a pre-marked path or if, 
as Antonio Machado said, the path is made by walking upon it. This is a plot of adventures, 
love, and journeys spanning London at the end of the 19th century, bohemian Paris, Prague, 
and a quaint village without a name nestled in the French Pyrenees….where a mysterious 
travelling contraption appears, a contraption that’s a metaphor for freedom, knowledge, and 
progress. 

La Letter Rouge is a story about stories, about how stories are constructed, defined, trans-
mitted and evolve. It’s a reflection on our obsession for struggling against time and need to 
control the future. And this to come to the conclusion that destiny chooses who comes into 
our lives but it’s our hearts that decide who stays there.

The author:
Javi Araguz (Barcelona, 1982) considers himself part of a generation influenced by Japanese 
aesthetic, Comics and Videogames. He has been trained in several artistic disciplines, such as 
graphic design, illustration and cinematography. His aim as a writer is creating an imagina-
tive and dynamic world in the reader’s mind.
Javi Araguz (Barcelona, 1982) debuted with his first novel in 2007, El Mundo De Ko-
mori, Vol.1: La Tierra De Alidra (The World of Komori Vol. 1: The Land of Alidra), a 
trilogy that continued with El Mundo De Komori Vol.2: El Príncipe De Los Gatos 
(The World of Komori Vol. 2: The Prince of the Felines) in 2008 and came to a close with 
El Mundo De Komori Vol.3: La Guerra De Los Vientos (The World of Komori Vol. 3: 
The War of the Winds) in 2010.

LA LETTER ROUGE 
(The Red Letter)

by Javi Araguz

Spanish pub: Ed. Viceversa, May 2011
Brazilian pub: Rai Editora

Film rights: Magnus Evo Studio
Booktrailer: www.librolaestrella.com

English sample available
Complete English screenplay

available upon request

Centuries ago a catastrophe turned Linde into a hostile planet; since then, the survi-
vors have learned to live in isolation within the boundaries of the Safe Limits. But, 
the planet is constantly subjected to a change in shape and people are lost, never 
to return. After a violent planetary transformation, Lan, a courageous girl from the 
Salvia clan, wakes up in the middle of the desert, only to be rescued by her worst 
enemy. Their destinies will become inevitably intertwined when they arrive in the 
most prosperous city on the planet, where, unexpectedly, they will discover how to 
save Linde from its instability. During their personal odyssey they will have several 
adventures and even an impossible romance, that, ultimately will teach them how to 
deal with the difficult decision they must make in order to save the planet, a decision 
with a high personal cost for the two of them. The Star is an adventure novel with a 
fine dose of romance that speaks to us about hope and the importance of cultivating 
ecological awareness.

LA ESTRELLA 
(The Star)

by Javi Araguz and Isa Hierro

YA Fantasy

http://www.javiaraguz.com
http://www.elmundodekomori.com
http://www.librolaestrella.com 
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Spanish World rights: Al Revés,
November 2015, 208 pages

El Guapo and Don Calores (Mr. Good-Looking and Mr. 
Heat) also known as Los Pájaros (The Birds) are two crimi-
nals in their thirties who live in the Otxarkoaga neighborhood of Bilbao. During a poker game, they 
lose their temper and get into real trouble.
Lola Ferroso, ex President of the Spanish region of Castilla la Mancha, is also in real trouble: she has 
lost the trust of her political party and the Office of Corruption is investigating her bank accounts.
The Gallo Corneja family is spending a summer holiday in Benidorm but they also get into trouble 
because of a ravenous grandmother and a quail’s bone.
Mateo Montero Jodorovitch, gypsy patriarch and predatory loan shark, also gets into trouble thanks 
to The Birds.
And some other characters get into trouble as well during a long August weekend in Spain during a 
terrible heatwave.

PÁJAROS QUEMADOS is a master crime novel replete with black humor, one of the main features 
of Juan Bas’ writing. A choral novel of characters and stories that cross paths and may even become the 
solution for each other’s problems. Or maybe not.

The author:
Juan Bas Bilbao, 1959) has published the collections of short stories Páginas Ocultas De La Histo-
ria (1999), written with Fernando Marías, and La Taberna De Los 3 Monos (2000), as well as the 
novels, Ostras Para Dimitri (2012), Alacranes En Su Tinta (2002) and La Cuenta Atrás (2004). 
He’s also the author of the Young Adult historical novels El Oro De Los Carlistas (2001) and Ga-
bro, Legionario De Roma (2002), as well as the false essay, Tratado Sobre La Resaca (2003). His 
novel Voracidad (Ediciones B, 2006 y Zeta Bolsillo, 2008) won the Euskadi Prize for Literature in 
2007. This same year he published El Número De Tontos, a compilation of his newspaper articles. 
In 2009 he came out with another false essay, La Resaca Del Amor as well as the children’s comic 
novel Los Desastres De Asier Cabezón, written with his daughter María. And in 2011 he published 
the fun En Mi Furor Interno Y Otros Jocosos Surrealismos Semánticos. Bas’s books have been 
translated into French, German, Italian, Russian, Bulgarian, Norweigan and Basque. Bas is an editorial 
columnist for El Correo newspaper as well as other Vocento papers. Additionally, he’s the director of 
the La Risa festival in Bilbao, an International Week of Humorous Literature and Art. 

Crime F ict ion

PÁJAROS QUEMADOS 
(Burned Birds)

by Juan Bas

Spanish World rights: Ediciones B,
2012, 248 pages

French rights: Actes Sud

From the creator of the Trilogy of Excess we have a 
succulent plot seasoned with a biting sense of humor. 
Pacho Murga, an uppercrust native of Bilbao (the 
main character of Bas’s successful previous novels, 
Alacranes En Su Tinta and Voracidad), is posh 
and immoral and seriously down on his luck: he’s 

serving a prison sentence in the Salto del Negro jail. There he meets Dimitri Urroz, an 
ambiguous and explosive character, half Russian and half Navarran, who will become his 
protector and will also complicate his life in an adventure spanning a surreally described 
rural Northern Navarra and an over the top Moscow. The novel’s theme, the permanence of 
guilt and its impossible exoneration, is articulated through a hidden plot that, like betrayal, 
slowly reveals its true face, and ends in a denouement as sharp as the edge of an oyster shell.
Ostras Para Dimitri is a novel by Juan Bas, meaning that the reader will find a risky and 
welldone mix of noir, picaresque and tragedy. And of course we have the signature style of 
the author: his elaborate sense of dark, caustic humor. This novel has been incredibly well 
received by the critics and figures in many bestseller lists even months after publication.
Ostras Para Dimitri, absorbing, light and at the same time profound, is the novel of the 
later years of a protagonist and writer who have their very own singular perspectives and 
styles.

LA RESACA DEL AMOR (Temas de hoy; 2009 / Italian rights: Castelvecchi, 2008)
VORACIDAD (Ediciones B, 2006 / Italian rights: Alacrán Edizioni, 2009)
Premio Euskadi de Literatura 2007.
LA CUENTA ATRÁS (Destino, 2004)
TRATADO SOBRE LA RESACA (Temas de hoy; 2003) 
ALACRANES EN SU TINTA (Destino, 2002 / Booket 2004 / Zeta de bolsillo, 2008 / 
French rights: Éditions Gallimard (Série Noire) / German rights: Frankfurter / Heyne / 
Russian rights: Ast Publishers / Italian rights: Alacrán Edizioni)
LA TABERNA DE LOS TRES MONOS (Destino, 2000 / German rights: Europäische 
Verlagsanstalt / Russian rights: Machaon)

OSTRAS PARA DIMITRI
(Oysters for Dimitri)

by Juan Bas

Noir  Novel
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Inspi rat ional  Non F ict ion

Spanish World rights: Ediciones B,
January 2016, 306 pages

Albert Bosch is a vital adventurer who doesn’t settle for 
dreaming up projects but rather always attempts to car-
ry them out in order to live an intense and interesting
life. After his successful title Vivir Para Sentirse Vivo: 
2.304.400 Pasos Hasta El Fin Del Mundo (Living 
to Feel Alive: 2,304, 400 steps to the end of the world), 
Albert Bosch comes back with a book that questions 
our role in the future.
In a world full of challenges and radical changes, the 
division between explorers and followers won’t be valid 
anymore. When the followers would arrive, the path 
would already have changed. Therefore, we all have to become explorers ourselves, we all have to 
face a risky, extreme and uncertain adventure. But, at the same time, an adventure full of passion 
and opportunities that would allow us to be the architects of our future’s map.

This is a book written by an explorer and a business man who wants the reader to think about the 
future with optimism, responsibility and curiosity, not with fear, resignation or frailty. He doesn’t 
want the reader to agree with him. He wants the reader to consider profoundly the implications 
of his/her attitude towards the future for the future of the world and mankind. 

The author:
Albert Bosch Bosch is a multifaceted figure with a long trajectory as an adventurer and entrepre-
neur. Born in 1966 in Sant Joan de les Abadesses (Girona, Spain), married with three children, he 
studied Business and an MBA at ESADE in Barcelona. Among many other adventurers, he has 
crossed the Antarctic without assistance from the coast until the South Pole ( a journey of 1,152 
kilometers, of which 98% of the time he traveled alone), he’s complete the 7 Summit Project 
(climbing the highest mountains of every continent, with Everest as the last), he’s participated 
in 8 Dakars ( two by motorcycle and 6 by car), is a habitual runner in ultra marathons, and has 
participated in over one hundred races in a wide range of disciplines of extreme sports. An entre-
preneur from the age of twenty six, in 2004 he founded INVERGROUP, a platform for manag-
ing and promoting investment projects in the areas of energy and the environment. In both facets 
he’s also accumulated a great number of failures, something he accepts with pride and that he feels 
is inseparable from his vital path.

EL EXPLORADOR DEL FUTURO
(The Explorer of the Future)

by Albert Bosch

Inspi rat ional  /  Sel f- improvement

Spanish World rights: Ediciones B, 
February 2013, 208 pages

Catalan rights: Ediciones B
French rights: Marabout (Hachette Group)

Brazilian rights: Lumen

Albert Bosch is a vital adventurer who doesn’t settle 
for dreaming up projects but rather always attempts 
to carry them out in order to live an intense and 

interesting life. After a long trajectory of adventures, on the 4th of January 2012 he finished 
his integral crossing of the Antarctic, from the sea until the South Pole. Sixy seven days of 
expedition without receiving any provisions from others, days in which four were spent ad-
vancing with a colleague, fifteen were spent trapped in a tent due to a huge storm, and forty 
eight days were spent completely alone pulling a sleigh that weighed one hundred and thirty 
four kilos until he reached his objective. In total, 2,304,400 steps until the end of the world.
From his telling of this extreme experience, Albert Bosch brings us a thrilling reflection on 
the leadership of our own vital projects and our possibility of carrying out extraordinary 
activities. This is a book targeted at all of us who don’t give up, nor will ever give up, on 
having a special existence, coherent with our own dreams and designed as a path to personal 
evolution through committed action. In Bosch’s own words:
“An adventure is much more than a sport; it’s a global project that is very much like a busi-
ness plan. If we get stuck in the field of dreams and don’t act, we will always be living in 
the conditional. Motivation means having motives for action. We should never confuse risk 
with recklessness. Beyond becoming an example of perseverance, we need to aspire to be a 
model of prosperous and conscious leadership that goes beyond a mere individual objective. 
The solitude that is a result of a voluntary decision is very expansive and provides us with 
the possibility of experiencing exceptional moments, a great adventure through our interior 
landscape. I’m radical in the sense that I try to be someone who investigates origins, reason 
and the need to find the essence and roots of myself. On arriving at the South Pole I felt eu-
phoric for having come to the end but I was also sad at the prospect of leaving the Antarctic.”

www.albertbosch.info
Twitter :  @alber t_bosch

VIVIR PARA SENTIRSE VIVO 
(Living to Feel Alive)

by Albert Bosch
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Creat iv i ty

Spanish World rights: Conecta (PRH),
May 2014, 192 pages

Creativity has no end, it has no limits at all beyond those 
which life itself establishes. When life is over, creativity 
will also end. But while there’s life, creativity will continue 
to exist. And this, because we are intelligent and living, 
breathing human beings, is great news.
Creativity is an ability innate to the human condition. This 
is the point of departure for Fernando Trías de Bes’s reflec-
tions in Reconquering Our Creativity.
The act of creating is an inseparable part of our existence. 
Nevertheless, as our lives advance we progressively lose the 
impulse of this ability. Fear of making mistakes, the tyr-
anny of logic, our educational systems and protocols as well as routines produce efficient, well-adjusted 
individuals but these circumstances lead us to progressively limit our capacity to create.
The good news is that creative ability remains latent inside of us and can be rediscovered.
Fernando Trías de Bes offers us a series of practical tools for reconquering our capacity to create, in-
cluding the identification and eradication of obstacles and inhibitors of the creative process as well as 
a series of stimulators for creativity.

The author:
Fernando Trías de Bes (1967) is a writer and economist. He was born and raised and currently lives 
in Barcelona. He is the author of many prize winning essays in the fields of economics and business 
such as Marketing Lateral(2003), La Buena Suerte (2004), El Vendedor Del Tiempo (2005), 
El Libro Negro Del Emprendedor (2007), El Hombre Que Cambió Su Casa Por Un Tulipán 
(2009), Innovar Para Ganar (2011) and El Gran Cambio (2013). And he is also the author of 
novels and short stories: Relatos Absurdos (2006), Palabras Bajo El Mar (2006), El Coleccioni-
sta De Sonidos (2007), La Historia Que Me Escribe (2008), Tinta (2011), Mil Millones De 
Mejillones (2010), illustrated by Toni Batllori. Many of his non-fiction titles as well as his novels are 
regularly published into a plethora of countries and some of his books have been translated into over 
40 languages. He is an ongoing collaborator with the financial supplements for the La Vanguardia and 
Diari ARA newspapers.
His website is www.triasdebes.net and his Twitter account is @ftriasdebes

LA RECONQUISTA DE LA CREATIVIDAD
(Reconquering Our Creativity)

by Fernando Trías de Bes

Business

EL LIBRO NEGRO DEL EMPRENDEDOR 
(The Little Black Book of Entrepreneurship)
Spanish rights: Empresa Activa (Ed. Urano) On national best-
selling lists. / Catalan rights: Empresa Activa (Ed. Urano) / 
Portuguese rights (Portugal): Pergaminho / Portuguese rights 
(Brazil): Ed. Best-Seller (Record) / English rights (U.S.A.): Ten 
Speed / Italian rights: ETAS – RCS Libri / Korean rights: Ire 
Publ. Co. / Czech rights: Triton / Chinese rights (Simplified): 
Cheers, China Renmin University / Chinese rights (Complex): 
Yuan-Liou Publishing / Vietnamese rights: Tre Publishing House

EL HOMBRE QUE CAMBIÓ SU CASA POR UN TULIPÁN 
Qué podemos aprender de la crisis y cómo evitar que vuelva 
a suceder
(The Man Who Changed his House for a Tulip. What to Learn 
from the Economic Crisis and what to do to Prevent it from 
Happening Again)
Winner of the Premio Temas de Hoy 2009 (the most impor-
tant Spanish language award for popular non-fiction)
Spanish rights: Temas de Hoy (Planeta, May 2009), 251 pages / 
Catalan rights: Columna (Grup 62)/ Italian rights: RCS/Etas / 
Portuguese rights: Presença

WINNING AT INNOVATION. THE A-TO-F MODEL
(With Philip Kotler)
Spanish World rights: Urano / Catalan rights: Urano / Portu-
guese rights (Brazil): Texto Editores / Portuguese rights (Por-
tugal): Leya/Lua de Papel / France rights: Enrick B. Editions / 
English world rights: Palgrave/MacMillan / Italian rights: Etas 
/ Japanese rights: Shoeisha / Polish rights: Dom Wydwniczy 
Rebis / Korean rights: Korea Price Information / Simplified 
Chinese rights: Shanghai Xiron Media Co / Complex Chinese 
rights: CommonWealth Magazine Co., Ltd.

Previous titles

http://www.triasdebes.net
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Inspi rat ional  Sports Chronic le

Spanish World and Catalan rights: Planeta,
April 2015, 230 pages

Sample translation in English forthcoming

“Like the mountains, the sea is one of the last places where 
you can truly be free. A captivating book that will trans-
port you and give you goose bumps.” - Kilian Jornet, gold-
medal winner for skiing and mountain running. Forty-
eight strokes per minute, not one more nor less, at the 
same time physical technique and mental mindset. For the 
swimmer and adventurer Miquel Sunyer this is the invio-
lable limit. The key that allows him to swim in the sea for 
hour upon hour, survive the low temperature of the water, 
the currents, overcome fatigue, his fears….. and finally, to 
reach his goal: to reach the other side of the ocean.
48 Brazadas narrates the story of a normal guy who does extraordinary things. Miquel Sunyer tells us 
about his daily struggle and shares his values and challenges: the mental and physical preparation, the 
constant team work. It reveals how he deals with fear and failure, and above all, how he maintains, de-
spite the plethora of difficulties, his motivation. For Miquel his secret is never giving up, remembering 
that he can always aim higher, and the importance of not pursuing victory, but rather outdoing oneself.

The authors:
Miquel Sunyer (Girona, 1977) is a Telecommunications Engineer and holds an MBA. At the age of 
seven he joined the competitive swim team at the GEiEG club, where he excelled in backstroke. Later 
he joined the water polo team of the same club, combining these activities with individual swimming 
training. A nature and vital adventure lover, Sunyer is an outdoor sports enthusiast, particularly when 
it comes to swimming: he’s a marine alpinist and an aquatic explorer who has participated in several 
prestigious international long distance open water swimming competitions.
An ambassador of the Costa Brava, ideologist and promoter of Vies Braves, he currently works at 
Endesa.
Written in collaboration with:
James Manresa (Hitchen, England, 1973) combines writing with his current position as director of 
the English School Kids&Us. His childhood in the Spanish coastal village of Pineda del Mar and a 
house replete with books and National Geographics plant the seed for his passion for the sea and lit-
erature, two loves that came together when he wrote the short novel Dissolt in 2010, awarded with the 
XXI Joan Marquès Arbona Prize for Fiction Vall de Sóller in 2013. Currently he’s working on a book 
that narrates his experience in the North Sea as an official on a rescue boat for oil rigs.

48 BRAZADAS 
(48 Swimming Strokes)

by Miquel Sunyer and James Manresa
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Co-Agents Co-Agents Co-Agents Co-Agents Co-Agents Co-Agents Co-Agents Co-Agents

BALTIC COUNTRIES
Graal Agency

Urszula Jedrach: Urszula.Jedrach@graal.com.pl

HUNGARY and CROATIA
Graal Agency

Urszula Jedrach: Urszula.Jedrach@graal.com.pl

POLAND 
Graal Agency

Urszula Jedrach: Urszula.Jedrach@graal.com.pl

EASTERN EUROPE
(Albania, Bulgaria, Czech Rep., Macedonia, Montenegro,

Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Ukraine)
Prava & Prevodi

Tamara Vukicevic: tamara@pravaiprevodi.org

PORTUGAL 
International Editors’ Co., Barcelona 

Aranzazu Sumalla: asumalla@internationaleditors.com

ENGLISH (world)
International Editors’ Co., Barcelona 

Aranzazu Sumalla: asumalla@internationaleditors.com

FRANCE
International Editors’ Co., Barcelona 

Rosa Bertran: rosa.bertran@internationaleditors.com

GERMANY
Paul and Peter Fritz Agency

Antonia Fritz: afritz@fritzagency.com

GREECE
Ersilia Literary Agency

Evangelia Avloniti: info@ersilialit.com

ROMANIA 
Simona Kessler Agency
Simona Kessler: simona@kessler-agency.ro

SCANDINAVIA 
Susanne Theune & Asociados
Susanne Theune: susanne.theune@stasociados.com

HOLLAND and BELGIUM
Susanne Theune & Asociados
Susanne Theune: susanne.theune@stasociados.com

ITALY
Silvia Meucci Agenzia Letteraria
Silvia Meucci: simeucci@gmail.com

BRAZIL
International Editors’Co. São Paolo 
Flavia Sala: flavia@iecobrazil.com.br

JAPAN 
Owl’s Agency
Mario Tauchi: mario@owlsagency.com

KOREA 
Momo Agency
Geenie Han: geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr

CHINA, TAIWAN, and THAILAND
Grayhawk Agency
Gray Tan: grayhawk@grayhawk-agency.com
Zoe Hsu: zoe@grayhawk-agency.com 

INDONESIA
Maxima Creative Agency
Santo Manurung: santo@cbn.net.id
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